
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. PHONETICS 

Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A. diet                     B. limit                     C. website              D. lifestyle 

2. A. sausage              B. sugar                    C. pasta                   D. salad 

3. A. include               B. divide                   C. title                    D. invent 

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others. 

4. A. survival               B. difficult               C. classical                D. business 

5. A. historical             B. acceptable           C. competitor            D. absolutely 

II. GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY 

Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. David _______ fit by doing exercises in the gym twice a week. 

A. makes                 B. does                      C. seems                  D. keeps 

7. He _______ his new kitten, isn’t he? 

A. is keen on                     B. was keen on 

C. isn’t keen on                 D. does keen on 

8. Social media _______ is one of the social issues that many people are concerned about. 

A. addict                   B. addiction                 C. addictive              D. addicted 

9. You should try to avoid food high ________ salt. 

A. in                          B. of                             C. for                       D. about 

10. Your parents are never interested in the latest fashion trends, ________? 

A. do they                                          B. are they 

C. aren’t they                                     D. don’t they 

11. After the flood in 2020, many people ________ their hometown and ______ to big cities 

to find jobs. 

A. have left/ went                                B. left/ went 

C. left/ have gone                                D. have left/ have gone 

12. I’m sorry, but it’s _______ late to change your ticket. 
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A. much                       B. more                        C. enough                      D. too 

13. _______, which is made of actual animal hide, provides a pleasant feeling to the water 

thanks to the extreme softness. 

A. Plastic                      B. Silk                        C. Cotton                         D. Leather 

14. ________ have enough fresh air to breathe, people should plant more trees around the 

places they live. 

A. So that                       B. So to                      C. In order that                D. In order to 

15. Regular _______ like swimming or cycling is good for your health. 

A. training                      B. sports                      C. exercise                       D. practice 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word / phrase CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

16. Chill out on your bed for 10-15 minutes before you go to sleep. 

A. cool yourself              B. stress out                 C. relax completely         D. listen to music  

17. Lack of sleep can lead to many health problems. 

A. keep  B. increase                   C. encourage                   D. cause 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word / phrase OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

18. After persuading my parents for hours, I finally got their permission to take part in the 

competition. 

A. an action that allows people to do something 

B. something that some people agree with 

C. an action that lets people do something 

D. an action that doesn't allow people to do something 

19. There are a few scary scenes in Toy Story 3, so this movie is suitable for children aged 

above 7. 

A. appropriate                     B. acceptable             C. inappropriate              D. advisable 

Make the correct form of the verbs in the brackets.  

20. How long ________ John _________ (study) Spanish? 

21. They ________ (know) each other since they ________ (be) at high school.  

22. She ________ (yet, finish) her report ________.  

Give the correct form of the words in the brackets.  



 

 

23. I _________ forgot to tell my mother that I was going to prepare a surprise birthday party 

for my sister. (COMPLETE) 

24. Don’t forget to drink a lot of water and stay _________ with plenty of exercises. (ACT) 

25. You need to work out mor to have a good level of __________. (FIT)  

III. READING  

Choose the word or phrase among A, B, C or D that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage. 

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN BIG CITIES 

Unemployment is always a serious issue in any (26) ________ when the rate of socio-

economic development is speeding up. What are the major reasons for unemployment among 

young people? This problem is caused by a number of factors.  

Although unemployment has been a problem for a long time, it has become a more 

challenging (27) ________ issue in the last decades as a result of the massive migration of 

people from rural to urban areas, which increases the (28) ________ rate of a city.  

Furthermore, the economic growth of large cities is linked to a higher rate of youth 

unemployment. This is because there are lots of job opportunities in the (29) ________, so 

big cities generally attract a large number of young people looking for jobs. However, 

because of the recent economic problems, lots of companies have gone out of business. 

Consequently, more and more people have lost their jobs.  

To summarize, as the growth of big cities affects young people's quality of life and job 

opportunities, the government should support the young in (30) ________ areas to prevent 

the migration to cities by implementing effective policies. 

26. A. infrastructure B. nation C. culture D. skyscrapers 

27. A. society  B. sociable C. socialize D. social 

28. A. population  B. safety  C. unemployment  D. security  

29. A. factory  B. job market  C. business D. world 

30. A. urban B. secure  C. modern  D. rural 

Read the text and decide whether each statement is T (TRUE), F (FALSE) or NO 

INOFRMATION (NI).   

THE GENERATION GAP IN MY FAMILY 



 

 

The members of my family have a wide range of opinions. My father and my brother Jack 

are two members of my family who are totally different. 

My brother is artistic and creative while my father focuses on facts and technical details. One 

of the more humorous differences between them is their taste in music. My father loves 

listening to classical music, but my brother prefers EDM. Also, my brother bought many CDs 

to support his favorite band, and this made my father disappointed. My father told my mother 

that Jack shouldn't have spent a lot of money on those useless things. 

Another difference is that my brother is studying Visual Arts at university, but my dad was 

really angry when he found out about that. He said Jack should have studied business or 

marketing. My father said that learning arts couldn't help my brother to earn money. They 

didn't talk to each other for two years after my brother started his university studies. However, 

we are a loving family now. 

My father has become more understanding, and he regretted not being a good father. He said 

that he should have listened and encouraged Jack to do what he liked. My brother also said 

sorry. He said that he should have respected our father's opinions. It is amazing because my 

father and my brother are best friends now.  

Next week, we are going to Hawaii for our summer vacation, and I am really excited. We 

planned to take the trip in 2019, but it was canceled because my father and Jack did not talk 

to each other. However, everything is alright now, and I hope when something wrong happens 

in the future, our family can respect and listen to each other to find good solutions. 

31. The writer's brother has a great imagination. 

32. The writer's father thought that buying CDs was a waste of money. 

33. The writer's brother studied what his father wanted. 

34. The writer's brother and father still ignore each other. 

35. The writer's family will enjoy the wonderful summer vacation in Hawaii. 

WRITING 

Rewrite the following sentences, using the suggestions. 

36. Mike can’t go out after 8 p.m. if his parents don’t allow it.  

Without his parents’  _______________________________________. 

37. It is difficult for parents to completely understand their children these days.  

Parents finds  _____________________________________________. 



 

 

38. In order to avoid social media addiction, teenagers should spend less time online.  

Teenagers should spend less time online so that ____________________. 

39. Farmers destroyed a part of the forest to build farms last year.  

A part of the forest   ___________________________________________. 

40. The last time I bought new clothes was 6 months ago.  

I haven’t  ____________________________________________________.  

 

----- THE END ----- 

 


